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Abstrat
This paper desribes how robust parsing tehniques an be fruitful applied for building
a query generation module whih is part of a pipelined NLP arhiteture aimed at proess
natural language queries in a restrited domain. We want to show that semanti robust-
ness represents a key issue in those NLP systems where it is more likely to have partial
and ill-formed utteranes due to various fators (e.g. noisy environments, low quality of
speeh reognition modules, et...) and where it is neessary to sueed, even if partially,
in extrating some meaningful information.
1 Introdution
The domain we are onerned with in our ase study is the interation through speeh with
information systems. The availability of a large olletion of annotated telephone alls for
querying the Swiss phone-book database (i.e the Swiss Frenh PolyPhone orpus [8℄) allowed
us to experiment our reent ndings in robust text analysis obtained in the ontext of the Swiss
National Fund researh projet ROTA (Robust Text Analysis), and in the Swissom funded
projet ISIS (Interation through Speeh with Information Systems). Within this domain,
the goal is to build a valid query to an information system, using limited world knowledge of
the domain in question. Although a task like this may, at its simplest, be performed quite
eetively using heuristi methods suh as keyword spotting, suh an approah is brittle, and
does not sale up easily in the ase of onduting a dialogue.
1.1 Problem speiation
In this setion we will give an informal speiation for the problem of proessing telephone
alls for querying a phone-book database.
1.1.1 Swiss Frenh PolyPhone Database
These database ontains 4293 simulated reordings related to the 111 Swissom servie alls
(e.g. rubrique 38 of the alling sheet [8℄). Eah reording onsists of 2 les, one ASCII
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text le orresponding to the initial prompt and the information request and one data le
ontaining the sampled sound version. As far as the address elds are onerned, the data in
the PolyPhone database are unfortunately not tagged and even not onsistent. Prompts and
information requests expressed by users have been extrated from the les an regrouped into
a single representation in the following format:
id:d1/b00/f0000o06:sid17733
prompt:1
adr1:MOTTAZ MONIQUE
adr2:rue du PRINTEMPS 4
adr3:SAIGNELEGIER
text[123℄: Bonjour j'aimerais un numéro de téléphone à Saignelegier 'est Mottaz m o deux ta z Monique rue du printemps numéro quatre
sample:0.200000:10.820000:88160:42801
where urrently, the orresponding lines in text le are proessed with the following heuristi:
id identies the original loation of the le in the CD-ROM.
prompt identies both the type of prompt asking the user for posing the query (e.g. n. 1
orresponds to Veuillez maintenant faire omme si vous étiez en ligne ave le 111 pur
demander le numéro de téléphone de la personne imaginaire dont les oordonnées se
trouvent i-dessous:).
adr1 orresponds to the name
adr2 orresponds to the address if line 3 is not empty and town otherwise
adr3 orresponds to the town if not empty.
text orresponds to the text transription. The number in square brakets is the total number
of hars in the request.
sample groups the information for the sampled sound version of the request.
This heuristi seems to perform quite well but a more thorough and exhaustive evaluation
still needs to be arried out. The main problem remains in nding enough information about
the original data in order to be able to perform the validation automatially.
1.1.2 The frame shema
Conerning the struture in the Swiss Phone-book database, we assumed it is the same as
the one that appears on the web (e.g. http://www.ife.ee.ethz.h/gi-bin/etvq/f), namely (one
eld per line):
Nom de famille / Firme
Prénom / Autres informations
No de téléphone
Rue, numéro
NPA, loalité
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We hose to provide further information whih are not available at web level but whih an
be used to form the query. The full frame desription is given below
1
:
[Caller℄
Title:
Name:
Loality:
Target_Identiation
Name (default: Person)
*Person
Family name:
[Title℄:
[First name℄:
[Seond name℄:
[Oupation℄
Desription:
[Class℄: [yellow pages ategories℄
*Company
Name:
[Desription℄:
[Category℄: [yellow pages ategories℄
[Owner℄:
[Contat person℄: [repres., diretion, seretariat, ...℄
Target_Address
[Appart n.℄:
[Street n.℄:
[Building℄:
[Street name℄:
[Village℄:
[NPA℄:
Lo_type:
Loality (at least one of the sub-elds)
City:
Environs:
Region:
Canton:
Telephone prex:
Request type
Phone type: (default: standard) [standard, privé, fax, natel℄
Request status: (default: ok) [ok, ill-formed, missing-information, ...℄
1
Braketted slots are optional.
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One point still remains unlear about the PolyPhone database (as no answers where found
in [3, 8℄): what was the set of annotation used for the transription of utteranes? Several
speeh annotations suh as <hesitation> appear in the text. Was it systemati? Are there
other suh markers? It is possible to rely on prosodi informations? In the rst phase of the
projet we simply skipped these informations but we guess that they ould be of great help
in disambiguating interpretations of strit adjaent sequenes of names suh as in utteranes
like j'amerais le numéro de téléphone de Vedo-Moser Brigitte Brignon Baar-Nendaz .
1.2 Query analysis
The proessing of the orpus data is performed at various linguisti levels performed by mod-
ules organized into a pipeline. Eah module assumes as input the output of the preeding
module. The main goal of this arhiteture is to understand how far it is possible go without
using any kind of feedbak and interations among dierent linguisti modules.
1.2.1 Morpho-Syntati analysis
At a rst stage, morphologial and syntati proessing is applied to the output from the
speeh reognizer module whih usually produes a huge word-graph hypothesis. Low-level
proessing (morphologial analysis and tagging) were performed by ISSCO (Institute Dalle
Molle, University of Geneva) using tools that were developed in the European Linguistis
Engineering projet MULTEXT. For syntati analysis, ISSCO developed a Feature Unia-
tion Grammar based on the ELU formalism [9℄ (i.e. an extension of PATRII grammars) and
indued by a small sample of the Polyphone data. This grammar was taken by another of
our partners (the Laboratory for Artiial Intelligene of the Swiss Federal Institute of Teh-
nology, Lausanne) and onverted into a probabilisti ontext-free grammar, whih was then
initially trained with a sample of 500 entries from the Polyphone data. The forest of syntati
trees produed by this phase will be used to ahieve two goals:
1. The n-best analyses are use to disambiguate speeh reognizer hypotheses
2. They served as the input for the robust semanti analysis that we performed, that had
as goal the prodution of query frames for the information system.
1.2.2 Semanti annotations
While the semanti analysis will in general redue the degree of ambiguity found after syntati
analysis, there remains the possibility that it might inrease some degree of ambiguity due
to the presene of oherent senses of words with the same syntati ategory (e.g., the word
Geneva an refer to either the anton or the ity).
1.2.3 Semanti robust analysis and frame lling
The omponent that deals with suh input is generally referred to as a robust analyzer. Al-
though robustness an be onsidered as being applied at either a syntati or semanti level,
we believe it is generally at the semanti level that it is most eetive. This robust analysis
needs a model of the domain in whih the system operates, and a way of linking this model
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to the lexion used by the other omponents. It speies semanti onstraints that apply in
the world and whih allow us to rule out inoherent requests (for instane). The degree of
detail required of the domain model used by the robust analyzer depends upon the ultimate
task that must be performed  in our ase, furnishing a query to an information system.
Taking the assumption that the information system being queried is relatively lose in form
to a relational database, the goal of the interpretative proess is to furnish a query to the
information system that an be viewed in the form of a frame with ertain elds ompleted,
the funtion of the querying engine being to ll in the empty elds.
One way in whih the interfae ould interat with the querying system would be to submit
suh a frame at the end of the analysis proess without performing any ohereny heking.
The advantage of this method is that the model of the domain of queries that is required by
the interfae an be limited. However, suh an approah has two major disadvantages:
• the result of inorretly formulated queries may be ompletely uninterpretable or erro-
neous, and the interfae system would have no basis for evaluating the quality of suh
replies, or how to aid the user in formulating a better one;
• there might be a number of possible frames that ould be submitted for any instane of
a user utterane/query, and this number might be reduible by appliation of a model
of oherent queries.
We will, therefore, presume that queries must be lassied by the interfae into three ate-
gories:
1. the query is orret  the elds of the frame whih must be ompleted ontain seman-
tially valid data. The query may be submitted;
2. inomplete queries  ertain neessary elds annot be unambiguously lled in, and
so a system-initiative dialogue an be invoked to furbish the neessary information to
reate a orret query;
3. inoherent queries  information in the elds of the frame is not oherent with the
interfaes model of the domain. An error dialogue must be invoked.
The last query ategory is the most omplex, sine it requires a domain model suiently rih
to deide whether a query is outside of the domain, or inside the domain but violating ertain
semanti onstraints. In addition, it requires relatively omplex dialogue management as the
orretive dialogue may involve resolution of misomprehension by either the system or the
user.
2 Computational logi for robust analysis
What has been onsidered to be an advantage using logi-based programming languages is
the symbol proessing apability and the way of abstrating from the atual implementation
of needed data strutures. Denite Clause Grammars ome to mind when relating Logi
Programming and Natural Language Proessing. This is of ourse one of the best ouplings
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between Computational Linguistis and Logi to support both (i) the development of linguis-
ti models of Natural Language (Computational Linguistis) and (ii) the design of real life
appliations (Language Engineering).
The main drawbak to this approah is eieny, but it is not the only one. In reent years sev-
eral eorts have been done to improve eieny of logi and funtional programming languages
by means of powerful abstrat mahines and optimized ompilers. Sometimes, eieny reov-
ery leads to introdution of non-logial features in the language and the programmer should
be aware of it in order to exploit it in the development of his or her appliations (i.e. ut in
logi programming).
An important question to ask is: how an omputational logi ontribute to robust disourse
analysis ?. A partial answer to this question is that urrently logi-based programming
languages are able to integrate in an unifying framework all or most of the tehniques neessary
for robust text analysis. Furthermore this an be done in a rigorous mathematial fashion. In
this sense robustness is related to orretness and provability with respet to the speiations.
A NLP system developed within a logial framework has a preditable behavior whih is useful
in order to hek the validity of the underlying theories.
2.1 Left-orner Head-driven Island Parser
LHIP [5, 14℄ is a system whih performs robust analysis of its input, using a grammar dened
in an extended form of the Denite Clause Grammar formalism used for implementation of
parsers in Prolog. The hief modiations to the standard Prolog `grammar rule' format are
of two types: one or more right-hand side (RHS) items may be marked as `heads', and one or
more RHS items may be marked as `ignorable'.
LHIP employs a dierent ontrol strategy from that used by Prolog DCGs, in order to al-
low it to ope with ungrammatial or unforeseen input. The behavior of LHIP an best be
understood in terms of the omplementary notions of span and over. A grammar rule is
said to produe an island whih spans input terminals ti to ti+n if the island starts at the i
th
terminal, and the i+nth terminal is the terminal immediately to the right of the last terminal
of the island. A rule is said to over m items if m terminals are onsumed in the span of the
rule. Thus m ≤ n. If m = n then the rule has ompletely overed the span.
As implied here, rules need not over all of the input in order to sueed. More speially, the
onstraints applied in reating islands are suh that islands do not have to be adjaent, but
may be separated by non-overed input. There are two notions of non-overage of the input:
unsantioned and santioned non-overage. The former ase arises when the grammar
simply does not aount for some terminal. Santioned non-overage means that speial
rules, alled ignore rules, have been applied so that by ignoring parts of the input the
islands are adjaent. Those parts of the input that have been ignored are onsidered to have
been onsumed. These ignore rules an be invoked individually or as a lass. It is this
latter apability whih distinguishes ignore rules from regular rules, as they are funtionally
equivalent otherwise, but mainly serve as a notational aid for the grammar writer.
Strit adjaeny between RHS lauses an be speied in the grammar. It is possible to dene
global and loal thresholds for the proportion of the spanned input that must be overed
by rules; in this way, the user of an LHIP grammar an exerise quite ne ontrol over the
required auray and ompleteness of the analysis.
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A hart is kept of suesses and failures of rules, both to improve eieny and provide a
means of identifying unattahed onstituents. In addition, feedbak is given to the grammar
writer on the degree to whih the grammar is able to ope with the given input; in a ontext
of grammar development, this may serve as notiation of areas to whih the overage of the
grammar might next be extended. Extensions of Prolog DCG grammars in LHIP permit:
1. nominating ertain RHS lauses as heads;
2. marking some RHS lauses as being optional;
3. invoation of ignore rules;
4. imposing adjaeny onstraints between two RHS lauses;
5. setting a loal threshold level in a rule for the fration of spanned input that must be
overed.
A threshold denes the minimum fration of terminals overed by the rule in relation to the
terminals spanned by the rule in order for the rule to sueed. For instane, if a rule spans
terminals ti to ti+n overing j terminals in that span, then the rule an only sueed if j/n ≥ T .
The following is an example of a LHIP rule. At rst sight this rule appears left reursive.
However, the sub-rule onjuntion(Conj) is marked as a head and therefore is evaluated
before either of s(Sl) or s(Sr). Presuming that the onjuntion-rule does not end up
invoking (diretly or indiretly) the s-rule, then the s-rule is not left-reursive.
s(onjunt(Conj,Sl,Sr)) >
s(Sl)
*onjuntion(Conj),
s(Sr).
LHIP provides a number of ways of applying a grammar to input. The simplest allows one
to enumerate the possible analyses of the input with the grammar. The order in whih the
results are produed will reet the lexial ordering of the rules as they are onverted by
LHIP. With the threshold level set to 0, all analyses possible with the grammar by deletion of
input terminals an be generated. By setting the threshold to 1, only those partial analyses
that have no unaounted for terminals within their spans an sueed. Thus, supposing
a suitable grammar, for the sentene John saw Mary and Mark saw them there would be
analyses orresponding to the sentene itself, as well as John saw Mary, John saw Mark, John
saw them, Mary saw them, Mary and Mark saw them, et. By setting the threshold to 1, only
those partial analyses that have no unaounted for terminals within their spans an sueed.
Hene, Mark saw them would reeive a valid analysis, as would Mary and Mark saw them,
provided that the grammar ontains a rule for onjoined NPs; John saw them, on the other
hand, would not. As this example illustrates, a partial analysis of this kind may not in fat
orrespond to a true sub-parse of the input (sine Mary and Mark was not a onjoined subjet
in the original). Some are must therefore be taken in interpreting results.
This rule illustrates a number of features: negation, and optional forms. The rule will only
sueed if (with respet to the area of input in whih it might our) there is a noun with no
determiner. In addition, there an be optional adjetives before the noun.
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np(propernoun(N,Mods)) >
 determiner(_),
(? adjetives(Mods) ?),
* noun(N).
This rule illustrates the use of disjuntion and embedded Prolog ode. It should be noted that
within the sope of a disjuntion or negation, a head is loal to the disjunt or negation.
noun(X) >
( * pussy, (? at ?); * at),
{X=at}.
This rule illustrates a typial use of adjaeny, to speify ompound nouns. Adjaeny is not
restrited suh a use however, but may generally be used anywhere.
noun(missionary_amp) > missionary : amp.
A number of tools are provided for produing analyses of input by the grammar with ertain
onstraints. For example, to nd the set of analyses that provide maximal overage over the
input, to nd the subset of the maximal overage set that have minimum spans, and to nd
the nd analyses that have maximal thresholds. In addition, other tools an be used to searh
the hart for onstituents that have been found but are not attahed to any omplete analysis.
The onversion of the grammar into Prolog ode means that the user of the system an easily
develop analysis tools that apply dierent onstraints, using the given tools as building bloks.
3 Implementation of the semanti module
In our approah we try to integrate the above priniples in our system in order to eetively
ompute hypotheses for the frame lling task. This an be done by building a lattie of frame
lling hypotheses and possibly seleting the best one. Hypotheses are typially sequenes of
proper names. The lattie of hypotheses is generated by means of LHIP disourse gram-
mar. This type of grammar is used to extrat names hunks and assemble them into the
hypothesized frame struture.
3.1 Tree-paths representation
Parse trees obtained from the previous module are enoded into a path representation whih
allows us to easily speify onstraints over the tree struture. A path-sentene is a list of path-
words whih in turn are ompound terms of the type terminal(word, path) where word is a
onstant term and path is a list of ar identiers that is ompound terms 'at'(#number_of_nodes,
#node, #identifier) uniquely identifying an ar in the parse tree. The funtor 'at' is a
ategory name and its arguments are integer positive numbers. For instane the representation
of the parse tree:
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SN
N madame SNOMPR
NPR Plant
SN
SN
P
ADV ici
is given by:
[terminal(ii,['ADV'(1,1,14),'P'(2,1,12),'P'(2,1,11)),
terminal(madame,['N'(1,1,19),'SN'(1,1,17),'SN'(2,1,16),'P'(2,2,15),'P'(2,1,11)),
terminal('Plant',['NPR'(1,1,24),'SNOMPR'(1,1,22),'SN'(1,1,21),'SN'(2,2,20),'P'(2,2,15),'P'(2,1,11)℄.
Using this representation it is possible to dene a grouping operator (e.g. group/2) whih
given a sequene of adjaent names nds the subsequene of words having the least ommon
anestor whih is loser than the least ommon anestor (e.g. la/2) of the given sequene.
These two operators are very useful for imposing strutural knowledge onstraints and they
are straightforwardly dened as PROLOG programs by:
la([terminal(_,W)℄,W).
la([terminal(_,W)|R℄,P) :-
la(R,P1),
prefix_path(P1,P),
prefix_path(W,P),!.
group([℄,[℄).
group(L,X) :-
la(L,P),
proper_sublist(L,X), length(X,N), N>1,
la(X,P1),
proper_sublist(P1,P).
prefix_path(A,A).
prefix_path([_|B℄,C) :-
prefix_path(B,C).
3.2 Disourse markers
Disourse segments allow us to model dialog by a set of pragmati onepts (dialogue ats)
representing what the user is expeted to utter (for example initiation of a dialogue: init,
expression of gratitude: thank, and demand for information: request, et.) and in that way
are useful for reduing the syntati and semanti ambiguity. These are domain-dependent and
must be dened for a given orpus. For their denition, we intend to follow the experiments
done in the ontext of Verbmobil (see for example [11, 12℄). In our spei ase identifying
speial words serving both as separators among logial subparts of the same sentene and as
introduers of semanti onstituents allows us to searh for name sequenes to ll a partiular
slot only in interesting part of the sentene. One of the most important separator is the
announement-query separator. The LHIP lauses dening this separator an be one or more
word overing rule like for instane:
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ann_query_separator #1.0 >
terminal('téléphone',_).
ann_query_separator #1.0 >
( terminal('numéro',_):
terminal('de',_):
(? terminal('téléphone',_) ?)).
As an example of semanti onstituents introduers we propose here the
street_intro([T,Prep,Det℄,1) #1.0 >
* street_type(T),
preposition(Prep),
determiner(Det).
whih make use of some word knowledge about street types oming from an external thesaurus
like:
street_type(terminal(X,P)) >
terminal(X,P),
{thesaurus(street,W),member(X,W)}.
3.3 Generation of hypotheses
The generation of hypotheses for lling the frame is performed by: omposing weighted rules,
assembling hunks and ltering possible hypotheses.
3.3.1 Weighted rules
The main assumption on whih probabilisti approah to NLP is based, is that language is
onsidered as being a random phenomenon with its own probability distribution funtion:
overage is often translated as expetation in a probabilisti sense. Changing perspetive and
onsidering language just as an unertain and impreise phenomenon and understanding as
a pereption proess, it is naturally to think of fuzzy models of language (see [13℄ and [4℄).
Reently, fuzzy reasoning has been partially integrated into a CLP paradigm (see [15℄) in order
to deal with so alled soft onstraints in weighted onstraint logi grammars. We tried to get
some inspiration from the above proposal for integrating fuzzy logi and parsing to ompute
weights to assign to eah frame lling hypotheses. Eah LHIP rule returns a ondene
fator together with the sequene of names. The ondene fator for a rule an be either
assigned statially (e.g. to pre-terminal rules) or they an be omputed omposing reursively
the ondene fators of sub-onstituents. Condene fators are ombined hoosing the
minimum among ondenes of eah sub-onstituents. It is possible that there is no enough
information for lling a slot. In this ase the grammar should provide a mean to provide
an empty onstituent when all possible hypothesis rules have failed. This is possible using
negation and epsilon-rules in LHIP as showed in the following rules for dealing with street
names.
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found_street_name(L,Conf) #1.0 >
* street_intro(Intro,Conf),
name_list(X),
{append(Intro,X,L)}.
found_street_name(X,0.3) >
* name_list(X).
hyp_street_name(Street,Conf) >
* found_street_name(Street,Conf).
hyp_street_name([℄,1) >
found_street_name(_,_),
lhip_true.
where name_list(X) aounts for sequene of adjaent proper names and lhip_true orre-
sponds to the empty sequene.
Observe that in this partiular ase there is no need to selet the minimum ondene fator
from the sub-onstituents of the rule found_street_name sine we have only street_intro(Intro,Conf)
whih propagates its ondene fator.
3.3.2 Chunk assembling
The highest level onstituent is represented by the whole frame struture whih simply speies
the possible orders of hunks relative to slot hypotheses. A rule for a possible frame hypothesis
is:
frame(Caller_title, Caller_name,
Target_title, Target_name,
Street_name, Street_number,
Loality, Weight)
> hyp_aller(Caller_title,Caller_name,C1),
* ann_query_separator,
hyp_target(Target_title,Target_name,C2),
* loation_intro,
hyp_street_name(Street_name,C3),
hyp_street_number(Street_number,C4));
hyp_loality_name(Loality,C5),
{minlist([C1,C2,C3,C4,C5℄,Weight)}.
In this rule we speify a possible order of hunks interleaved by separators and introduers.
The omputation of global weight may be more omplex than the above rule whih uses
simply the minimum of eah hypothesis ondene values. In this ase we did not provide
any strutural onstraint (e.g. preferring names hunks belonging to the minimal ommon
sub-tree or those having the longest sequene of name belonging to the same sub-tree).
3.3.3 Filtering and query generation
The obtained frame hypotheses an be further ltered by both using strutural knowledge (e.g.
onstraints over the tree-path representation) and word knowledge. In order to ombine the
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information extrated from the previous analysis step into the nal query representation whih
an be diretly mapped into the database query language we will make use of a frame struture
in whih slots represent information units or attributes in the database. A simple notion of
ontext an be useful to ll by default those slots for whih we have no expliit information. For
doing this type of hierarhial reasoning we exploit the meta-programming apabilities of logi
programming and we used a meta-interpreter whih allows multiple inheritane among logial
theories [7℄. More preisely we made use of the speial retration operator ≺ for omposing
logi programs whih allows us to easily model the onept of inheritane in hierarhial
reasoning. The expression P ≺ Q, where P and Q are meta-variables used to denote arbitrary
logi programs, means that the resulting logi programs ontains all the denition of P exept
those that are also dened in Q.
The denition of the isa operator is obtained ombining the retration operator with the union
operator (e.g. ∪) that simply make the physial union of two logi programs, by
P isa Q = P ∪ (Q ≺ P ).
As an example for the above denition we provide some default denitions whih have been
used to represent part of the world knowledge in our domain. The rules theory ontains rules
for inferring the loality or the loality type when they are not expliitly mentioned in the
query.
rules:
loality(City) :-
aller_prefix(X),
prefix(X,City).
lo_type(Type) :-
loality(City),
gis(City,Type).
where prefix/2 and gis/2 are world knowledge bases (i.e. a olletion of fats grouped in a
theory alled kb) and aller_prefix/1 an be easily provided from the answer system.
If some information is missing then the system tries to provide some default additional infor-
mation to omplete the query. The following theory ontains denition for some mandatory
slots whih need to be lled in ase of inomplete queries, like for instane in the theory
query_defaults:
query_defaults:
identifiation(person).
phone_type(standard).
lo_type(ity).
Finally starting from an inomplete query whih does not aount for the required information
we an use dedution to generate the query ompletion like for instane asking for:
?- demo((query isa query_default) ∪ rules ∪ kb), lo_type(X)).
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4 Conlusions
From a very superial observation of the human language understanding proess, it appears
lear that no deep ompetene of the underlying struture of the spoken language is required
in order to be able to proess aeptably distorted utteranes. On the other hand, the more
experiened is the speaker, the more probable is a suessful understanding of that distorted
input. How an this kind of fault-tolerant behavior be reprodued in an artiial system by
means of omputational tehniques? Several answers have been proposed to this question and
many systems implemented so far, but no one of them is apable of dealing with robustness
as a whole.
As examples of robust approahes applied to dialogue systems we ite here two systems whih
are based on similar priniples.
In the dialogos human-mahine telephone system (see [1℄) the robust behavior of the dia-
logue management module is based both on a ontextual knowledge base of pragmati-based
expetations and the dialogue history. The system identies disrepanies between expeta-
tions and the atual user behavior and in that ase it tries to rebuild the dialogue onsisteny.
Sine both the domain of disourse and the user's goals (e.g. railway timetable inquiry) are
lear, it is assumed the systems and the users ooperate in ahieving reiproal understanding.
Under this underlying assumption the system pro-atively asks for the query parameters and
it is able to aount for those spontaneously proposed by the user.
In the syslid projet (see [6℄) where a robust parser onstitutes the linguisti omponent (LC)
of the query-answering dialogue system . An utterane is analyzed while at the same time its
semantial representation is onstruted. This semantial representation is further analyzed
by the dialogue ontrol module (DC) whih then builds the database query. Starting from
a word graph generated by the speeh reognizer module, the robust parser will produe a
searh path into the word graph. If no omplete path an be found, the robust omponent of
the parser, whih is an island based hart parser (see [10℄), will selet the maximal onsistent
partial results. In this ase the parsing proess is also guided by a lexial semanti knowledge
base omponent that helps the parse in solving strutural ambiguities.
We an onlude that robustness in dialogue is ruial when the artiial system takes part
in the interation sine inability or low performane in proessing utteranes will ause una-
eptable degradation of the overall system. As pointed out in [2℄ it is better to have a dialogue
system that tries to guess a spei interpretation in ase of ambiguity rather than ask the
user for a lariation. If this rst ommitment results later to be a mistake a robust behavior
will be able to interpret subsequent orretions as repair proedures to be issued in order to
get the intended interpretation.
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